Abstract -Millimeter-Wave (mmWave) communications may be the key technology for the realization of 5G networks. MmWave communications have significantly different propagation characteristics than microwave ( frequencies. The recent studies have determined the performance of cellular mmWave networks using stochastic geometry technique assuming a stationary user. The stationary user model doesnot capture correlation in the blocking of the links as the user moves on. In this work, we have determined the performance seen by a mobile user traveling over a path at constant and varying speeds. We have obtained the cumulative information received by the user as a function of its path length for different blocking intensities and cell sizes. The results show that while the received information rate doesnot vary significantly with mobility, the average path length that the mobile user is associated with a base station without interruption drops down sharply with increasing blocking intensity. This will cause in high handover rate, which will result in high overhead. This work demonstrates the significance of the user mobility on the performance of cellular mmWave networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the near future, the demand for wireless communications will continue to grow as the volume of data, the number of devices and the data rates keep up rising rapidly [1] . The Internet of Things is expected to connect billions of new devices to the Internet. The 5G networks is to be designed to meet the future communication demands of the users. The 5G needs to increase the network capacity by an order of magnitude compared to 4G networks in order to meet the increasing demands [2] . This will require substantial amount of new spectrum. Most of the spectrum at the Wave frequencies (<6 GHz), is already heavily utilized and only Mustafa Mehmet-Ali Dept. of Electrical & Comp. Eng.
Concordia University Montreal, Canada mustafa@ece.concordia.ca mmWave frequencies (30 GHz -300 GHz) has large amount of unutilized spectrum available. Until now, mmWave spectrum is considered to provide poor communications environment due to its hostile propagation characteristics, such as strong path loss, atmospheric absorption, high penetration losses and low diffraction. As a result, mmWaves are susceptible to severe blocking effects [1] [2] [3] . However, the advances in technology are overcoming these obstacles [1] . The growing interest in mmWave communications for 5G networks have led to various measurement studies to determine its channel propagation characteristics [4, 5] . The measurements have shown that propagation of line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) mmWave signals in free space significantly differ from each other. Following these measurements, there have been several system modeling studies of cellular mmWave networks. Recently, stochastic geometry has emerged as a technique for modeling Wave cellular networks [6] . Stochastic geometry assumes that the base stations are distributed according to a homogeneous Poisson Point Process (PPP) in the Cartesian plane as opposed to placing them on a grid. This technique is mathematically more tractable compared to grid modeling and it provides as much accurate results. In [3, [7] [8] [9] [10] , the stochastic geometric modeling has been extended to the mmWave cellular networks. In [3] , they assume that the blockages are also distributed according to another PPP process. A link will be in the LOS state if it doesnot experience any blockings and otherwise it will be in the NLOS state. They assumed that user link to each of the base stations may experience blockages according to an independent Bernoulli trial. The user is associated with the base station with the highest receive power. In [7] , they derive downlink SINR and coverage probability and information receive rate that takes into account LOS/NLOS status of the links for a user located at the origin. However, these results apply to a stationary user and donot give us insight into the performance that may be seen by a mobile user. The objective of our work is to determine the performance seen by a mobile user in a mmWave cellular network. As the user moves along a path, its links to the base stations will change but the blocking of the links may be correlated. We assume that the user will move along a straight path with either constant or variable speed. As the system model appears to be mathematically not tractable, we have evaluated performance of this system through Monte Carlo simulation. We have determined the total amount of information received by the user as a function of its path length for different cell sizes and blocking intensities. The results show that the average path length that the user is associated continuously with the same base station depends on blocking intensity. The average path length drops sharply as blocking intensities rise. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II. describes the system model, Section III. simulation environment, the section after that the simulation results and Section V. conclusions of the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We will consider a cellular network where base stations are located according to a Poisson Point Process (PPP) with intensity in the Cartesian plane. We will assume that the user travels along the positive y-axis starting from the origin. The system has three components, which are the base stations, the user and the links between the user and the base stations. Next, we describe each of these components, i)
Base stations: We let denote the set of the base stations where represents the 'th base station and let denote the polar coordinates of the station in the x-y plane. Since the intensity of the base stations is , average cell size is given by . ii)
Mobile user: The user will travel along the positive y-axis starting from the origin with either constant or variable speed. In the case of variable speed, the user speed will change after random time intervals. We let and denote the user speed over the i'th interval and duration of the i'th interval respectively. We assume that is uniformly distributed over the speed range [ ] and is exponentially distributed with parameter respectively. Thus the probability density functions (pdfs) of and are given by, , ,
The mean values of and are given by, ,
We will assume that the mean user speed over an interval is inversely proportional to the mean duration of the corresponding interval,
where c is the proportionality constant. As a result, the mean user speed decreases with the increasing mean duration of the random interval. Thus the user will spend less time in higher and lower speeds.
iii) Links : Next we will determine signal-tointerference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) on the downlink as the user travels along the y-axis. The user will be associated at any time with the base station that the user has the highest receive power. We will refer to this base station as the tagged based station and let denote the tagged base station. We assume that the transmit power is a constant given by and standard power loss model applies with . The value of will depend on whether the link between the user and a base station is LOS or NLOS. We assume that each link may experience independent Nakagami fading with different parameter values for LOS and NLOS links. As a result of fading, the received power at the user will be attenuated according to a normalized gamma distribution. We let denote the gamma random variable for the link of base station and the gamma distribution parameter value of this link. We assumed that the Nakagami fading parameter value will have the values of 3 and 2 for LOS and NLOS links respectively.
We will assume that directional beamforming is being implemented which is approximated by a sector antenna pattern as in [3] . From [3] , the parameters of the sectored antenna are given in the Table1., where M, m denote main lobe and back lobe directivity gain respectively and the beam width of the main lobe. The subscripts B and U refer to base station and to the user respectively. We let denote the directivity gain of the link between the base station and the user and and the angle of arrival and departure of the signal on this link. If the link is to the tagged base station, then , on the other hand for an interfering link they will be uniformly distributed over the interval . The directivity gain of the tagged base station link will be and for the interfering link i will be for with probability , , where are defined in Table 1 . with and . We let denote the distance between the base station and the user when the user's distance from the origin is y, and denote the exponent of the power loss and floating intercept of the path loss formula of the corresponding link [3, 5, 9] . and have different values for LOS and NLOS links and also depends on the carrier frequency of the system. Then the received signal power from this base station will be . There will be constant additive noise power with value of . The noise will be dependent on the user bandwidth ( and will be given by [9] [10] , (4) where is the noise figure in dB. Let denote the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio of the user when its distance from the origin is y, (5) where the summation in the denominator denotes interference seen by the user from the other stations and is defined as,
Next, we present the probability mass function (pmf) of the random variable . Let K denote the number of blockings over the link and the intensity of blockings. Modeling the blockings as line segments with length , in [3] , it has been shown that K has a Poisson distribution with mean where . Thus if a link doesnot have any blockings then it is LOS otherwise it is NLOS. From the Poisson distribution, we determine the pmf of ,
Assuming that the user achieves Shannon bound for instantaneous SINR, then the information receive rate of the user at location y is given by,
In the above, is a threshold and is used as very high SINRs may not be exploited due to limiting factors like linearity in the radio frequency front end [7] . The received information rate of the user is a variable since as the user travels along the y-axis its distances to the base stations change.
We define the coverage probability of the user as, (10) which is the probability that the SINR seen by the user will be greater than a target value T during the path of its travel. Similarly, rate coverage probability is defined as, (11) as the probability that the infomation rate will be greater than some threshold value .
III. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
We have determined the performance of mmWave communications with user mobility through Monte Carlo simulation. We have performed M independent runs and took average of the results. In the simulation the user moves in segments of length along the y-axis. It has been assumed that during each segment the user will continue to receive information at the constant rate corresponding to the rate at the beginning of the segment. Next, we describe the main components of the simulation,
-Base stations:
The base stations are generated according to a Poisson process with the intensity of stations/m 2 and the cellular network will be assumed to cover a rectangular region with an area of where X and Y are the width and length of the rectangle. The rectangle is placed such that its length is parallel to the y-axis and the user path is completely within the rectangle. In each run, we determine the number of base stations within the cellular network by generating a Poisson random value with the parameter A. Then, we determine x and y coordinates of each base station by generating uniformly distributed random numbers in the intervals and respectively.
-Blockings
Following [3] , the number of blockings has been generated according to a Poisson process with the intensity of blockings/m 2 . For simplicity, it's assumed that the blockings consist of lines and the center of each blocking is uniformly chosen in the cellular network area. Then, the angle of each blocking line is uniformly chosen in the interval .
-User Mobility:
In simulation, we have assumed that the user moves in segments of length along the y-axis. At each position, the status of the link between the user and each base station is determined by finding out if the link intercepts any of the blockings. If the link doesnot intercept any blockings, then it's LOS and otherwise it's NLOS.
IV. RESULTS
In this section we present the simulation results. The results have been obtained by performing M=10 independent runs and then taking their average. We have set the segment size to m. We assumed that the carrier frequency of the system is 28GHz and the user bandwidth is . From Table I . in [5] , floating intercepts of the path loss formula are 61.4dB and 72dB for LOS and NLOS links respectively. As a result, is set to and for LOS and NLOS links respectively. Transmit power is , and the values of antenna parameters are , and , The receiver noise figure is , the length of line blockings has been set to L = 30m and . The results have been plotted for different average cell radiuses and blocking intensities. The average cell radius (r) is determined as the radius of a circle that has the average cell size through the relation, . Initially, we have assumed a constant user speed of 1m/s. Fig.s 1-3 plot the total amount of received information as a function of the user distance from the origin with blocking intensity as a parameter for cell radiuses of r =50m, 100m and 200m respectively. As may be seen, in each cell radius the amount of received information is increasing almost linearly with waves and different slopes determined by blocking intensity. We also note that the total amount of received information drops with increasing cell size. Table 2 . presents the average information receive rate, which is determined by dividing the total amount of received information by the end of the path with the user travel time. Table 3 . presents the received information rate of a stationary user at the origin for the same cell sizes and blocking intensities. From the comparisons of Tables 2. and  3 ., information receive rate of a mobile user is similar to that of a stationary user. The Table 4 . presents the average path length for uninterrupted user association to a tagged base station for different cell radiuses with blockage intensity as a parameter. It may be seen that the average path length sharply drops down with increasing blockage density at any cell size. Fig. 4 and 5 present number of observations for uninterrupted path length for cell radius of 100m for no blocking and blocking intensity of respectively. It may be seen that even light blocking results in many short path lengths. Thus high blocking intensities will result in very high handover rates. Fig. 6 shows the total amount of received information as a function of user distance from the origin for cell radius of 100m with blocking intensity as a parameter for uniformly distributed speed in the range of [1m/s,6m/s] for mean random interval duration of 30s. The curves behave in a similar way to the constant speed case but it also exhibits a step behavior. The total amount of received information has also dropped down as the user covers the path in shorter time.
Next, In Fig.s 7 and 8 we present rate coverage probability and SINR coverage probability for both stationary and mobile users with constant speed respectively. We assume that the user bandwidth is , blockage intensity is and cell radius . From the figures it can be observed that both the SINR coverage probability and achievable rate probabilities for mobile user are very similar to that of a stationary user.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we evaluate performance of a mmWave cellular network with user mobility. The results show that the achievable information rate and SINR coverage probability of a mobile user is similar to that of a stationary user. We also determine that average path length that a user is associated with a base station drops down rapidly with the increasing blocking intensity, which will result in high handover rate. Results also show that the increasing user speed results in less cumulative information received by the user as it spends less time traveling the same distance. As a future work, theoretical analysis can be done to compare with the simulation results. This work will help in the design of mmWave networks. Table 4 . Average path length for the uninterrupted user association to a base station for different cell radiuses (r) and blockage intensity ( ). Fig. 4 . Number of observed uninterrupted path lengths for user association for cell radius of 100m and no blockage. 
